2.13 Logic
Burns Park should provide a strong connection
for pedestrians between the station and Mann
Street. The forecourt of the station and park
should be connected with clear open sight lines
and good pedestrian access.
A reconfigured bus interchange could relocate
bus entry and exit to the north of the station.
This would reduce through traffic in front of the
station to help prioritise pedestrian movement.
The new interchange could include development
above. Active facades should face the new station
civic entry.

2.14 Next steps
1.

2.

Consider development potential to provide
more land adjacent to the station in return for
the narrow northern section becoming public
open space. This could create a high yield in an
appropriate location and a better green space to
the north.

3.

Connecting the hospital to the city is vitally
important. Investigate a new pedestrian bridge
between the new car park and Beane Street.
This location is also halfway between Etna Street
bridge and the station, providing a useful mid
block connection, approximately 250m apart.

4.

5.

The space should be surrounded by active
facades, cafes and the potential new innovation
district in the north. This is a vital public space
with unique connections to the hospital with the
new bridge.
This area offers opportunities for a mixed use
innovation district. This use would draw on the
unique character of the rail corridor, and benefit
from the synergies between health care, research
and education. The location would be well suited
for more experimental and diverse building
types (like pop ups, container architecture or
warehouse typologies) which offer something
different to the residential towers and can evolve
over time.
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7.

This break out space would also be well used by
hospital staff and visitors, wanting fresh air and a
break from the hospital urban environment.

Consider end of trip facilities as part of new
development.

Investigate a new civic square on Mann Street
offering workers, students and hospital staff open
space in the city north.

Consider a lineal park stretching from Etna Street to
the station. The green corridor offers an improved
pedestrian environment for the large number of
students walking from the station to the school.
The planted boulevard and rail character can
combine to offer a unique green space, with shade,
outlook and good pedestrian foot paths.

6.

Etna bridge pedestrian amenity to be improved.
Explore the potential of prefabricated systems,
with a bolt on addition that provides a footpath
and cycle lane. The structure could be
lightweight, and sensitively connected to the
heritage fabric allowing flexibility for future
redesign/upgrades. The pedestrian connection
here links the hospital, schools, golf course and
north Mann Street.
Land owned by government on Beane Street
offers another opportunity site. While most of
Mann Street is offering residential towers with
commercial ground floors, this site could offer
a unique typology and uses including flexible
working hubs, active street facades to the public
square, childcare, rear site parking, or other
complimentary unique functions. The parking
entry should not be from Mann Street. Because
of its large size and public ownership this site also
provides an opportunity to provide public open
space on the Mann Street frontage.

8.

City North will require collaboration,
community engagement and a
detailed master plan. The public
spaces should be connected with
an integrated transport plan that
addresses moving commuter parking
out of the core of the city. The overall
vision is for a pedestrian friendly,
green and attractive public domain
to support health, education and
innovation.
This integrated master plan could consider an active
transport loop that connects health and education
uses. The lineal parks and rail character will be a unique
addition to the diversity of Gosford’s urban character.

9.

The Gateway Centre is an important
redevelopment site with key interfaces to Mann
Street and the station. Redevelopment of the site
should consider contributions to an improved
Station exit and Burns Park, helping to link the
Station to the main street and their site. The
ground floor should be active and open, enticing
people clearly from the station to the main street.

10.

An increased setback should be considered
for Western side of Mann Street to improve
pedestrian amenity and opportunities for new
uses to spill out onto the street.

11.

Further investigation will be required to assess the
feasibility options relating to the pedestrian bridge
and the redevelopment of the interchange site.
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2.15 Precedents – Public domain, accessibility and places
The following precedents create
a visual story board of public
domain improvements, built
form opportunities, and diverse
industry opportunities that could be
considered for City North.
While any one project will be
important, the network of new places
and improved assets need to work
together in order to create a quality
environment that attracts locals and
visitors to the regional capital.

Explore opportunities for a bridge to the hospital.
Jane Ross Building, The University of Sydney.

Create flexible outdoor places for pop ups and markets.
Short Street Manly Markets. Image: CHROFI
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A public domain that both connects people and places,
is distinctive and celebrates the rail character.

Explore a station master plan that supports
the regional capital.

The Goods Line by Aspect and CHROFI. Image: Florian Groehn

Oatley Rail Station by Tonkin Zulaikha Greer for TfNSW. Image: Eric Sierens

An active transport loop with safe connections to the
schools and other community facilities.

A public domain that encourages a night time economy
and improves safety through passive surveillance.

Bourke Street Cycleway. Image: City of Sydney

Image: © facebook.com/carriageworks

Flexible spaces for community events.
Image: © facebook.com/carriageworks

Precedents – Built form, industry and research opportunities

Opportunities for small scale exhibitions and
engagement with the arts community of Gosford.

An integrated hospital that creates a place for the
community and engages with the streets.

Image: © facebook.com/Sydney Contemporary

Northern Beaches Hospital by BVN

Encourage local producers in the Central Coast to
contribute a strong food and beverage culture in
Gosford like award winning Distillery Botanica in Erina.

Opportunities for the schools and the educational facilities
to engage with industry and the cultural offering of the city.
Image: Gosford High School@Gosford_High

Image: https://distillerybotanica.com

Draw on the rail and industrial character
of the area to create a unique place.

Consider opportunities for medical research,
connected with school and tertiary educations.

Coordinated events calender for community
programming of events like markets, music or yoga.

Image: © facebook.com/carriageworks

Gosford Private Hospital Workshop – Health Care Australia

Image: Cortex Innovation Community St Louis – facebook.com/CortexCommons

Encourage a diverse mixture of built forms and housing
diversity including student housing, aged care,
affordable accommodation and serviced apartments.
Image: Nightingale Project by Breathe Architecture
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ETNA S
T

The following precedents create a
visual story board of public domain
improvements, built form, and
diverse industry opportunities that
could be considered for City North.
Whilst any one project will be
important, the network of new places
and improved assets need to work
together in order to create a quality
environment that attracts locals and
visitors to the regional capital.

GOSFORD
HOSPITAL
PARKING

4.

2.
This unique public open
space brings together
people, cyclists and
buildings in a new open
programme public space.

3.

6.

5.

Image: Superkilen in Norrebro Copenhagen by
BIG Architects, Topotek 1 and Superlfex, 2012.
Photo by Iwan Baan. Accessed http://www.
landezine.com/index.php/2013/02/urbanrevitalization-superkilen-by-topotek1-big-superflex/

1.
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7.
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BURNS
PARK
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GATEWAY
CENTRE

ST

1.

Rail character maintained.
Image: Salty Dingo

2.

Different building typologies celebrated for
diversity and innovation industries.
Image: Bourke Street Woolloomooloo, City of Sydney Green Square to Randwick Cycle Connection

5.

This square offers many civic functions. You can see
food trucks, a band playing and markets, combined
with an industrial rail character.
Image: Piazza Metallica, Duisburg Nord, Denmark by Latz + Partner. Accessed https://www.
latzundpartner.de/en/projekte/postindustrielle-landschaften/duisburg-nord-hochofenpark/
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6.

3.

Breakout spaces for children, young adults and hospital staff and patients.
Image: Hokksund Middle School, Norway by Ostengen & Bergo Landskapsarkitekter (photo credit).
Accessed: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2017/02/hokksund-middle-school-by-ostengen-bergo-landskapsarkitekter/
Image: Bundesplatz in Zug Switzerland, by Hager Partner AG. Accessed: https://www.hager-ag.ch/en/projekte/platz/510

The lineal park on Showground Road
offers the potential to provide a safe,
shaded pedestrian connection between
the schools and station. It could be part
of a city wide running loop.

Images: Passeig de St Joan Boulevard Barcelona by Lola Domenech. Accessed
http://www.loladomenech.com/en/proyecto.php?id=21&cat=espacio_publico,
Dafne Schippers Bridge, Utrecht by Bureau B+B, Next Architects and Rudy
Uytenhaak Architectenbureau. Accessed: http://www.landezine.com/index.
php/2017/05/dafne-schippers-bridge/

7.

4.

A vibrant night-time economy
Image: Ponsonby Central Auckland by Jones Architects and Bernau Architecture.
Accessed: https://www.ponsonbycentral.co.nz

Active spaces day and night.
Image: Ponsonby Central Auckland by Jones Architects and Bernau Architecture.
Accessed: https://www.ponsonbycentral.co.nz
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CITY SOUTH

This artist’s impression of Gosford
Leagues Club Field shows a new
activated centre for the City South.

City South brings together many of
the defining qualities of the region.
The strong relationship between the
city and the surrounding landscape
creates a defining identity and image
for the city.

The regional playground will bring children and
families to the city centre.
A lively Baker Street Boulevard will be planted with
trees and activated by commercial frontages, cafés
and retail, providing services and facilities for visitors.

City South and its surrounds accommodates
many existing regional attractors, drawing a large
population into the area.
The regional attractors include the Stadium, Gosford
Olympic Swimming Pool, Central Coast Leagues
Club, Conservatorium of Music, Sailing Club and
boat jetty. The proposed Regional Performing
Arts Centre will add to this collection of regional
destinations. The park offers a huge opportunity to
accommodate a range of uses from active sport, to
childrens play, to walking and passive recreation.
Recent commercial developments of the ATO offices
and further government offices on Mann Street have
brought a large daytime population to the area. This
diverse population needs to be supported by new
and improved public domain, allowing the city to
function well in event mode as well as day-to-day.

Brisbane Water has always been a place of boat
building activity and this rich history should be
communicated as part of a low key wayfinding and
place approach.
City South is a key arrival point, and must be defined
as such, both for the regional population as well as
for visitors to the Central Coast. The City South must
connect these people into the civic heart.

The reimagined creek will provide opportunities for water
play and connect with the indigenous history of the land.
The playing field will allow for active play.

There is the opportunity to strengthen the iconic
image of the city at the arrival to the Central Coast, by
rail or on the highway, which defines the character and
identity of Gosford and the Central Coast region.

Dane Drive (east of the stadium) will have a shared
zone character that allows the street to be a
pedestrian boulevard on game day and when there are
events in the park.
Development surrounding the Leagues Club Field will
bring people to live and visit the city centre and the
park. It will be designed to overlook the park
providing informal surveillance throughout the day.

Key modes of arrival include the highway, the train
line and perhaps in future, a ferry service. Active
transport links are key between Gosford, and the
region’s communities surrounding Brisbane Water.
A more direct cycle and walking trail to Point Clare
should be considered as a priority.
Quality public domain should draw people to the
destinations in City South as well as through to the
civic heart.

STATION
PRESIDENT’S HILL

RUMBALARA
RESERVE
CIVIC HEART
LEAGUES
CLUB

TO WEST GOSFORD
GARNET ADCOCK
MEMORIAL PARK
N
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HIGHW
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RA
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C
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EK

CONSERVATORIUM
OF MUSIC

BRISBANE WATER
BOAT RAMP

This section considers the Leagues Club Field,
Gosford Stadium, the Australian Tax Office (ATO)
building, the Finance building, and Baker Street.

OLYMPIC
SWIMMING
POOL
TO POINT CLARE
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KIBBLE
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E

City South should reinforce the role of Gosford as the
regional capital, which brings together the qualities
and character of the Central Coast.

The Darkinjung are the original indigenous
inhabitants of this land. They have a deep connection
to this place which must be respected, engaged with
as a living culture and brought to the surface in any
future development of the southern city.

IL L
IN

The focus for City South is on providing a sense of
place and a strong identity for Gosford. It will help
shape development and associated investment to
ensure public access and amenity. A place to arrive
but also to spend time.

City South has a rich history

RA

The extensive parklands in City
South combined with a diversity
of existing and planned facilities
and attractions has the potential to
draw together the landscape and the
water and offer residents and visitors
a range of recreation and lifestyle
opportunities.

City South is integral to connecting the civic heart of
Gosford with the surrounding Central Coast region,
and defining the image of Gosford as a modern city
framed by its natural landscape.

TO EAST GOSFORD
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3.1 Observations
The following pages explore the
existing condition of the public
domain and the network of streets.
They explore the current identity
and physical reality of City South,
including challenges with access
and mobility.
While the area is rich in assets, attractors of people
like the Leagues Club focus inwards and don’t
contribute to activating the parks or streets. The
people who visit drive to the facility rather than
walk, and the blank facades offer no activation of the
surrounding streets.
The public domain experience is often dominated by
the Central Coast Highway, on street parking, empty
lots or construction sites.
Many of the developments around the Leagues Club
Field have failed to address the park or offer active
facades.
Access and mobility through City South is a significant
challenge. Most active transport options are limited
with significant missing connections.
Overall the built form character and quality is poor.
Buildings like the Council offices require investment.
Surface car parking without landscaping together
with large stalled development sites create ‘holes’ in
the city. Streets like Baker Street appear run down,
dominated by on grade parking and are often covered
in graffiti.

All images: Salty Dingo
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3.2 Baker Street
becomes a shared
zone and pedestrian
prioritised boulevard
and catalyst for the
reinvention of City South

3.	Walkability is poor, with poor pedestrian
environments.
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2.	Baker Street has few active street fronts and does
not continue to the water.

DONN

MANN

1.	Mann Street cannot connect directly to the
waterfront due to different levels between the end
of Mann Street and the Central Coast Highway.
The cliff and parks at the end of Mann Street are
important and highly valued by the community, but
the alternative routes through the park and down
Vaughan Avenue do not connect the civic heart well
with the southern area of the city and the stadium.

AC T IV E
BOULEV
A

The following opportunities for
improved movement and accessibility
should be considered and tested
further as part of the joint Access
and Movement Strategy, parking and
traffic studies.

City South is poorly connected to the Civic Heart with
a low quality public domain. Issues with connectivity
and walkability include:

DA N E

The extension and activation of Baker
Street will help start the reinvention
of City South. An active park and
pedestrian prioritised boulevard
connecting the city with the water
will become a focus of City South
and create a civic space as the arrival
place in the city.

4.	The park is not well defined or activated. It is not a
destination for a diverse population.
5.	Dane Drive has no pedestrian crossing at the
junction with the highway due to the roundabout
intersection.
6.	The highway impacts the pedestrian environment
and crossing opportunities

2.
1.
Proposed: Baker Street is the
Existing: No clear route between the
Civic Heart and City South, with no
active frontages to define the park
and attract people.
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catalyst to define, connect and
activate a place in the City South,
and to connect the Civic Heart to an
evolving waterfront. There is also the
potential to close the southern end of
Vaughan Avenue.
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3.3 Summary of
key regional assets
City South is rich in cultural, natural
and economic assets. These assets
are brought together at the entrance
to the city in the south.

Image: Salty Dingo

Image: Salty Dingo

Mann Street – a High Street

Water’s edge

Railway causeway

The important structural element of the city can be
strengthened as a place for the people.

The south of the city is formed by Brisbane Water, an
estuary ecosystem with mangroves and calm waters.

The railway causeway over Brisbane Water is a unique
feature in the city linking Gosford to Point Clare.

Bushland reserves

Image: James Worrall

The bushland reserves sit on either side of the city on
Presidents Hill and Rumbalara Reserve.
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Image: Bravo Dones

Poppy Park and War Memorial

Image: Salty Dingo

Formally known as Memorial Park and Rotary Park
these much loved spaces at the end of Mann Street
reflect on the historic contributions of residents.

Heritage buildings

Gosford Historical. Image: Salty Dingo

Throughout the City South heritage buildings offer
some diversity to the built form, and form a vital
connection to the city’s past.

Image: Salty Dingo

Gosford Stadium

This unique stadium is home to the Central Coast
Mariners association football club and captures a
spectacular view of Brisbane Water beyond.

Olympic pool

Image: Salty Dingo

The pool attracts 200 000 visitors per year, but
needs significant upgrades and currently makes no
connection to its views and location.

Image Source: CKDS Architecture

Image source: BVN

Finance building

Image Source: Group GSA

Developed by the state government, the Finance
Building will be located on southern Mann Street near
the ATO and is under construction.

Image Source: DPE Library

Regional Performing Arts Centre

This local government project (RPAC) has time limited
financial backing to create a regional performing arts
centre, and looks to be located on Mann Street.

Image: Salty Dingo

Image: Salty Dingo

Waterside 50-70 Mann Street

ATO offices

Central Coast Leagues

Conservatorium of Music

This 25 story development includes hotel, 130
apartments and commercial space. Demolition of the
site has commenced but project status is unknown.

These new offices will be home to 300 ATO staff
members. The building represents the strategy of
government services moving to regional capitals.

The Leagues Club is a community place for all ages
offering a popular gym, food and drink, community
hall, lawn bowls and parking for its patrons.

This cultural asset is also look to improve its facilities
and link to the possible new RPAC position on
Mann Street creating a cultural hub in the city that
celebrates the historic buildings.
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Gosford Historic Image. Mann Street South 1887
Some key elements of the landscape remain visible today, whilst others like the
creek are no longer present. Image courtesy of the Central Coast Library.
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3.4 Four challenges

1.

The topography and orientation of
the city makes it difficult to link the
city to the water’s edge and the areas
regional assets.

Image source: Salty Dingo
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2.

Between Kibble Park and the
water’s edge the city lacks diversity,
attractors or places that engage and
enliven the regional capital.

Image source: Salty Dingo

3.

Significant investment is coming to
this part of the city bringing jobs
and people. The challenge is to
strengthen the public walkability
and public uses in City South. No
single development can resolve the
public domain and accessibility
improvements needed.

Image source: Salty Dingo

4.

To create places that protect and
reflect the character of Gosford’s
unique natural setting while
supporting activity and investment.

Image source: James Worrall

3.5 Four opportunities

1.

For Gosford to be more than an ‘event
city’. There is the opportunity to
enliven City South for more times of
the day, and for more locals, regional
visitors and tourists.

Image Source: Central Coast Mariners
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2.

To strengthen the image or identity
of the city’s landscape setting,
particularly as the city is approached
from the south by car and train.

Image source: Bravo Drones

3.

To capitalise on the investment in
new jobs and homes in City South,
helping to bring together the social
and economic opportunities in this
area.

Image source: Salty Dingo

4.

To create public connections to a
unique and evolving water’s edge
that supports the identity of the
regional capital.

Image source: Bravo Drones
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3.6 Design principles for
City South: context scale

BRISBANE
WATER

BRISBANE
WATER

TO POINT CLARE

1.
Preserve and strengthen the

connection with the distinct landscape
setting which frames the city.
Observations:
The city centre forms a north south spine, framed by
the ridgelines. There is a strong visual connection to
President’s Hill, Rumbalara Reserve, Memorial and
Rotary Park and existing tree canopies along the ridges.
This creates a unique identity, with the defining
image of Gosford as a city framed by the surrounding
landscape.

Principles:
Protect and strengthen the connections to the landscape
ridges, by protecting and enhancing the parks and
reserves, including President’s Hill, Rumbalara, Memorial
Park, Rotary Park and Leagues Club Field and Gosford
City Park as well as existing trees.
Maintain key sight lines (refer to Principles 6 and 7).
Focus development and height in the North South
spine and around the city centre to create an attractive
skyline in the landscape.
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TO EAST
GOSFORD

BRISBANE
WATER

TO POINT
FREDERICK

2.
Connect the city with the region

3.
Connect the Civic Heart to City

Observations:

Observations:

City South is key to connecting Gosford City centre to
the wider regional population, recreation and natural
assets, but current connectivity is poor.

The civic heart of the city is poorly connected with
City South, its regional attractors and the wider
landscape.

Principles:

Principles:

Connect the Civic Heart, through City South, to
the wider region and landscape with strong active
transport connections.

Continue the established city grid from the Civic
Heart and Mann Street through City South by
extending Baker Street as a vibrant shared zone and
pedestrian boulevard.

through an active transport network

Consider connections to Point Clare, East Gosford,
West Gosford, Adcock Park, Carawah Reserve and
Narara Creek, the Olympic Swimming Pool and
Gosford City Park.

South by improving walkability.

Improve the walkability of streets from the city
centre to the south, including Mann Street, Baker
Street, Donnison Street and Georgiana Terrace.
Developments should present active frontages to key
streets and create a safe and attractive pedestrian
environment.
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4.
Promote a diversity of uses and

5.
6.
Maintain views from the stadium and
Maintain views of the
Leagues Club Field to the water

city and hills

Observations:

Principles:

Principles:

City South has important regional attractions including
the Stadium, Olympic Swimming Pool, Boat ramp,
Leagues Club and the Conservatorium of Music.

Maintain views out from key public places in City
South, including the stadium and the park.

Maintain the visual connection to the ridgelines of
the landscape around the city to protect the defining
image of Gosford.

attractors in City South.

Principles:
Build on these to offer a diverse range of uses in
City South, for a range of demographics and market
segments. Include passive and active uses; large and
smaller spaces, accommodating a range of businesses,
events and offerings at different times of the day, week
and seasons.

Ensure significant developments are assessed
regarding the impact on views.

Ensure significant developments are assessed
regarding the impact to views.
If Froggy’s development does not go ahead as
currently approved look at retention of view corridor
to Rumbalara.

There is an important opportunity for League’s Club
Field to accommodate a range of uses, including a
regional playground, and active and passive recreation.
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Medium term

1.
Investigate temporary activation of

2.
3.
In the longer term, define and frame
Active shared zone and
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3.7 Design principles
for City South:
place scale

Short term

STADIU
M
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Observations:

Observations:

Observations:

The park is currently not well activated, and does not
cater for a large range of users.

The park is not well defined, and is not operating
effectively as part of the city for a broad range of people.

There is no clear connection from the city centre and
Mann Street to the waterfront.

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

Consider temporary activation strategies for the park
in the short term, such as food trucks and events.

Make the park an attractive place within the city.

Establish Baker Street as an active shared zone and
pedestrian boulevard along the edge of the park
connecting the city to the south and the evolving
waterfront.

Define and frame the edges at the park and attract
people to use the park with active street frontages.
Establish planting to reduce the impact of the highway.
Rename the park to define its importance as a public
space for the city of Gosford.

Limit internalised retail, food and drink areas in the
surrounding developments.
Limit vehicular access to existing driveways, with no
further driveways located on Baker Street.
Service entries to be located on Vaughan Avenue,
with access from Mann Street and no through traffic
to the highway.
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Long term
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6.
Improve pedestrian amenity and

7.
Maintain solar access to public space
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5.
Accommodate a range of users
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Reimagine the creek
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Observations:

Observations:

Observations:

Observations:

The Leagues Club Field is separated from the water,
and the creek that used to exist where the Leagues
Club Field is now situated underground.

The park only caters for a single use, and has no
attractor to define it, or to draw people from the city
centre. It is not a destination.

Currently Dane Drive between the stadium and the
Leagues Club Field is temporarily closed for major
events to create spill-over space and ensure safety
for the crowds exiting the stadium. Connections
are poor at other times. Closing Dane Drive in event
mode is an additional operating cost and has limited
impact on improving amenity.

New developments around the park have the
potential to impact on the amenity of the park during
the day by overshadowing the space.

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

Principle:

Draw the experience of water into the city by
reimagining the piped creek which runs through the
park.

Foster a diversity of uses in the park including
regional playground, and sports, all to be considered
during detailed design.

Maintain solar access to public spaces, including the
park and the boulevard.

Establish cooling recreation activities in the park,
related to a new regional playground.

Our City, Our Destiny proposed a Regional
Playground of 2500sqm in the park.

Formalise road infrastructure to allow shared use
of Dane Drive (to east of the stadium) and the
pedestrianisation of the street during events at the
stadium or the park.

Engage with the Indigenous community around the
reimagining of the creek.

Any amenities should be located along, or adjacent
to, the Baker Street promenade.

Improve pedestrian crossings on Dane Drive,
Georgiana Terrace and Baker Street.

More specifically, ensure solar access for 4 hours
between 9am – 3pm at the winter solstice to 70% of
the Leagues Club Field.

Over time as sites are developed and upgrades to the
Central Coast Highway are delivered, investigate option
to improve pedestrian connections across the highway.
*subject to consideration in integrated access and
movement strategy.
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3.8 City South
possible scenario

The projects identified below
are one potential combination of
design principles and projects in
the City South, emphasising better
connections and an improved
public domain.

1.
Activate park edges
Make the park a place within the city, and attract
people to use the park. Strengthen the definition of
the edges of the park with active built edges (including
commercial, retail and food and beverage tenancies
and main entries to developments). Establish planting
to reduce the impact of the highway.

2.
Baker Street boulevard
Establish Baker Street as an active shared zone and
pedestrian boulevard along the edge of the park
connecting the city to the south and the water’s edge.
Ensure new development overlooks and interacts with
the park.

3.
Reimagine the creek
Draw the experience of water into the city and across
the Central Coast Highway by reimagining piped
creek which runs through the park. Engage with
the Indigenous community and their history when
reimagining the creek and designing the park.

4.
A regional playground
Create a regional playground to activate City South
by drawing people from across the region to the city
centre. The playground should be unique, for all ages,
fully accessible and attract both local and regional
visitors and tourists.
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5.
Improve pedestrian amenity
and connections

Redesign Dane Drive (east of the stadium) to enable it
to transition to shared use as a pedestrianised space
in event mode. Include formal infrastructure such
as raising bollards to reduce the operational costs.
Improve conditions for pedestrians crossing roads to
access the reimagined park.

6.
Improve active transport
Consider active transport connections to Point Clare,
East Gosford, West Gosford, Adcock Park, Carawah
Reserve and Narara Creek, the Olympic Swimming
Pool and Gosford City Park.

7.
Connect Civic Heart to City South
Continue the city grid from the Civic Heart and Mann
Street through City South by extending Baker Street
as a vibrant shared zone and pedestrian boulevard.
Improve the walkability of streets from the city
centre to City South, including Mann Street, Baker
Street, Donnison Street and Georgiana Terrace.
Developments should face the street and create a
good pedestrian environment.

Opportunity to improve pedestrian
amenity and connections between the
stadium and the park on Dane Drive.

City South
possible scenario

7

Activate park edges

1

Connect Civic Heart to City South

5

Prioritise pedestrian connections

4
Prioritise pedestrian connections

5

Reimagine the creek 3

6

Regional playground

1

Activate park edges

2 Baker Street boulevard

Connect to active transport

Indicative process and development envelopes only.
All development subject to planning approval.
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3.9 Built form
principles
City South is rich in cultural,
economic and private assets
that provide great regional and
local attractions. The following
observations identify potential
developments and principles to be
considered in order to protect and
improve Gosford’s connection to its
natural assets and public domain.

1.
Stadium Precinct		

2.
Central Coast Leagues Club		

4.
Cultural Precinct		

Opportunity:

Opportunity:

Opportunity:

The stadium has direct connection to the waterfront
and also forms part of the key arrival sequence into
Gosford. It’s location and relationship to Brisbane
Water makes it iconic.
Stadium upgrades may include development of
corporate boxes, improved amenities, and redesign
of the underside of the stadium seating to include
active uses and improve design of the curtilage facing
Dane Drive. Improve the relationship and connectivity
between the stadium, the Leagues Club Field and
Civic Heart.

Principles:

Ensure any significant development around the
stadium improves the connection and relationship to
the park, water and city centre and retains glimpses
of the ridgeline views from the park and from Brian
McGowan Bridge.

As a popular city wide destination the leagues club
and it’s redevelopment has the potential to link visitors
to the city centre by providing a active edge to the
park and connections through the site.
It’s prime waterfront location and proximity to the
stadium offers a unique opportunity to integrate
further community uses.

Principles:

Ensure future Leagues club development provides an
active frontage to the park. Any future development
to ensure solar access is maintained to the park by
means of adequate setbacks. Car parking entry should
ideally be off Dane Drive (not Georgiana Terrace or the
improved Baker Street).
Built form setbacks and footprints should be evaluated
to protect views to surrounding ridgelines from key
public places. Consider staggering built form of towers
in order to widen view corridors from key arrival points
and public spaces.
Provide public connections through the site to improve
access between the park and city centre.

3.
Waterside Development		
Opportunity:

The ‘Waterside’ development forms part of a key
connection between Mann Street and Baker Street.

Principles:

Ensure active edges are strengthened on both
Georgiana Terrace and Baker Street frontages. Ideally
provide a public through site link from Mann Street to
Baker Street. Reconsider design of car park entry to
reduce impact on pedestrian amenity on all surrounding
street which will become key pedestrian links.
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The proposed location of the RPAC and Central Coast
Conservatorium can form a new cultural precinct in
the city.

Principles:

The future development of these sites should prioritise
an improved public domain and an activated plaza
linking Mann Street, the existing Council offices and
heritage buildings.

5.
32 Mann Street Development
Opportunity:

The 32 Mann Street site forms part of the future Baker
Street extension and is a key link in reconnecting the
city with the waterfront and park. It’s prime position
on the key arrival axis and view (from the Central
Coast Highway) forms a key part of the city image.
It also forms an important edge to the park and the
pedestrian focused Baker Street.

Principles:

Prioritise active edges to the proposed Baker Street
extension, with limited internalised retail, food and
drink areas whilst also presenting an attractive ‘front
door’ to Mann Street.
Service entries to be located on Vaughan Avenue,
with access from Mann Street and no through traffic
to the highway. Consider lengthening the built form
along the Baker Street edge to further strengthen an
active edge to the park and better connection to the
waterfront.
Incorporate accessible through site links connecting
higher levels of Mann Street to Baker Street.

Built form principles

Waterside Development

3
Central Coast Leagues
Club

2

4

Cultural Precinct

5 32 Mann Street Development
Stadium Precinct

1
Vehicular Access

MOVEMENT
MOVEMENT

BUILT FORM
BUILT FORM
Key views
Existing Approvals
Indicative building envelopes
Active frontages

Indicative process and development envelopes only.
All development subject to planning approval.

Key facades for view corridors
Proposed vehicular Access
View corridors
Solar access
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3.10 Connections,
movement and access
investigations
As the number of people living,
working and visiting the south of the
city increases it will be important
to consider opportunities to deliver
a balance between achieving the
necessary movement to support
the growth of Gosford while also
facilitating and creating places
that the community and visitors to
Gosford will value.
Better connections and places will allow City South to
successfully play its important role as a regional event
centre and important public space.
The critical movement function of the Central Coast
Highway is acknowledged but over time needs to be
considered alongside the need for the safe movement
of pedestrians and cyclists to support Gosford City,
especially in event mode. Over time, this part of the
city centre, the important connections and movement
corridors will evolve into a safe and inviting place.
One that is home to many important regional
attractions, places for people, new economic
development and growth.
The following opportunities for improved movement
and accessibility should be considered and tested
further as part of the joint Access and Movement
Strategy, parking and traffic studies.

for visitors to City South.

to City South.

Investigate options for improved north south
connections for pedestrians and active transport.
Baker Street is the logical and level access to the
Leagues Club Field and waterfront beyond from the
station and civic heart. It is the only gently graded
street that provides active transport linkages and
ties the city core to the waterfront. Together with
Georgiana Terrace it has been emphasised as the
active transport focus and a continuation of the Mann
Street ‘civic spine’.
While Mann Street is the civic main street, its
topography rises in the south making access to the
waterfront challenging. Potential bridge crossings
from Mann Street to the potential future waterfront
development should be explored to exploit the
topography to benefit pedestrian accessibility. The
connection could be integrated into and protect the
natural features of the cliff face and the significant trees.
While options for this potential elevated crossing
needs to be planned for now, delivery is likely to be
a medium-long term opportunity and short-term
opportunities to improve north south connections
should be investigated.
Dane Drive (alongside the Stadium) is another
important connection between Grahame Park and
Donnison Street. The conversion of this road to a
shared zone should be investigated, helping to slow
traffic, improve safety, connectivity and amenity
at all times. This could include introducing raising
bollards and supporting infrastructure to efficiently
and attractively pedestrianise the street during events
without the expensive and inconvenience of temporary
street closures.
As part of the proposed Access and Movement
Strategy and the current traffic study, consider options
for improvements to the Dane Drive intersection with
the Central Coast Highway including pedestrian and
cycle crossing. Objectives of the review would include:
—improving pedestrian safety and accessibility
—enable pedestrian crossing or vehicle movements to
be prioritised at different times of the day and/or for
events
—provide an opportunity to improve the gateway to
the regional capital.
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3.
Consider short stay parking options

1.
Improved north/south connections
The Point Clare cycleway and footpath alongside the
rail corridor have been identified as having potential
to be a regional attractor for visitors, and be a more
direct commuter link for communities in Point Clare.
This would include utilising the historic rail piers.
(Investigations completed by Central Coast Council.)
Grahame Park under the highway overpass offers
another unique level crossing under the Central Coast
Highway. Public accessibility under the highway
should be explored for active transport connections.
This crossing has the least impact on the highway and
could support more active uses of Grahame Park. In
the future it could link to improved access to Adcock
Park and the Point Clare cycleway.

2.
Improve east/west connections
to City South.

Investigate options for improved east and west
connections that help to connect the natural features
including Rumbalara Reserve and President’s Hill to
Leagues Club Field.
Donnison Street is an important gateway and access
road to the city and is identified as a green planted
boulevard linking Presidents Hill and Rumbalara
Reserve.
Georgiana Terrace plays an important role linking
Mann Street to Baker Street and onto regional
attractions in the south, the park and waterfront.
Future development should create attractive
pedestrian environments, include active street
frontages and new public connections and laneways
through large sites to improve access to and from
Leagues Club Field.

Parking options for City South are limited. Short stay
or time restricted parking is needed to allow visitors
to more easily access the City, Leagues Club Field and
waterfront. Parking options are particularly useful for
families and visitors with restricted mobility.
Baker Street is the closest publicly owned parking
station. Its close location to Kibble Park and Leagues
Club Field make it ideal for short stay parking that
supports access to the Civic Heart, the public parks
and the city’s commercial core.
Options for the provision of public short stay parking
should be considered within each of the major new
developments in City South or amendments to existing
approvals.
The parking strategies for the stadium and City
South in event mode should build on the current
public transport and shuttle buses from distant
commuter parking. Parking at Adcock Park on game
days could be supported by improved walking and
cycle connections to the stadium (1.2km), or shuttle
buses. These arrangement may also demonstrate the
opportunity and be extended to other times to benefit
a range of visitors to the city centre.
Similarly people access the stadium on game day from
the east could consider a similar parking arrangement
at Hylton Moore Oval.
All these options and others should be explored
in the Access and Movement study and current
parking study.

2

2
1
1

1

MOVEMENT

BUILT FORM

MOVEMENT
MOVEMENT

BUILT FORM
BUILT FORM

MOVEMENT

BUILT FORM

Key improvements to east west links
Opportunities to be investigated
Key connections

Indicative process and development envelopes only.
All development subject to planning approval.

Potential public parking
Key public car park
Station
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3.11 Precedents – Water’s edge and public domain

The following precedents create
a visual story board of public
domain improvements that could be
considered for City South.
While any one project will be
important, the network of new places
and improved assets needs to work
together in order to create a quality
environment that attracts locals and
visitors to the regional capital.

Narrabeen Lagoon Trail offers a unique 8.4km active
transport loop around Narrabeen lakes that draws
locals and tourists.

The Narrabeen Lagoon Trail offers moments to view
the water, stop, and engage with the natural ecology.

Water sensitive design including a resurfaced city creak
is a key concept for the Waitangi Park in Wellington.

Designed by Aspect Studio. Photo by Simon Wood

Wraight Athfield Landscape + Architecture for the Wellington Waterfront Ltd

Light weight structures on Brisbane Riverwalk create
a continuous and unique water’s edge for pedestrians
and cyclists.

Brisbane foreshore is an active movement boulevard
softened with significant trees and natural water’s
edge ecology.

Opportunities to engage with the natural ecology
create unique places in Martin Luther King Park in Paris,
designed by Atelier Jacqueline Osty & Associés.

Image: Kgbo

Image: Tourist and Events Queensland. Photo by Ashley Roach Fullframe Photographics

Photo by Martin Argyroglo

Image: NSW State Parks – Narrabeen Lagoon. Photo by Lyndon Marceau
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3.12 Precedents – Leagues Club Field and Baker Street

Rather than equipment, the land itself becomes
the focus for play in a regional playground.

Unique features like climbing walls are challenging for all
ages, and offer great scenes for other to people watch.

Baker Street Boulevard by day is upgraded
public domain and key link to the city.

By night, Baker Street Boulevard could be an active street,
for events and the community like the Adelaide Night Markets.

Image: Draper’s Field London designed by Kinnear Landscape Architects, photo by Adrian Taylor

Image: Rivierenbuurt, The Hague designed by OpenFabric, Dmau. Image byJacopo Gennari Fesikenian)

Image: North Terrace Adelaide accessed @ southaustralia.com

Image: facebook @AdelaideNightMarket

Open playing field offer flexible open space for active
play like at Prince Alfred Park Sydney.

Water play brings the landscape and community
together in unique ways. This should be considered
for the reimagined creek.

Water play elements create movement and activation,
ideal for a regional scale playground.

Baker Street can be the focus for night markets and
food trucks like the Hyde Park Noodle Markets which
draws large numbers of locals and visitors.

Park Design by Sue Barnsley Design for City of Sydney. Image by Damian McDonald

Image: Cultuurpark Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam designed by Gustafson Porter and Bowman.
Image by Thomas Schlijper
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Image: Sugar Beach, Toronto designed by Claude Cormier and Associated. Image by Jesse Colin Jackson

Image: facebook @nightnoodlemarkets
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DONNI

3.13 Structure
Plan – City South
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3.14 Logic
Leagues Club Field should include a wide range
of activities to attract a variety of users and
remain active seven days a week throughout the
year, across the day and evening.

3.15 Next steps
1.

A regional playground has been identified as an
opportunity by a range of stakeholders and as
a gap in current recreational provision. Being
located next to the Leagues Club offers families
the opportunity for play, cafes and amenities in
a convenient cluster. It is also closely located
to parking opportunities in the Leagues Club,
Froggys Site, and land to the east of Leagues
Club field.
The park should provide open space for active
play, training groups and lunch time sports. The
park can support a half pitch size field as well as a
range of fitness loops and equipment. To support
active users and draw young adults and workers,
the park could provide an outdoor gym, parkour
spaces and skating facilities.
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3.

The boulevard should be considered as a direct
extension of the city street network down to the
waters edge.

4.

It is important the land to the east of the park
when developed has active and open facades,
with retail, food and beverage offerings facing
out to an extended Baker Street. Active facades
onto the park should include small to medium
sized commercial tenancies and retail to provide
passive surveillance of the park. Food and
beverage ideally is located near the playground.
As a regional park, the Baker Street boulevard
and any other adjacent building sites should
include facades at ground and first level for vitally
important edge activation.

The location could be enhanced in the future with
the introduction of community amenities. Further
amenities should be considered in the Leagues
Club and proposed cafe close to the stadium.
The small cafe/amenities proposed in the vicinity
of the park ensures there are services in the
park which remain open on weekends and could
support the playground and stadium after games.
Reimagining the creek as an engaging water
element makes reference to the original features,
use and cultural meaning of the place. It is an
important step in acknowledging indigenous use
of the place. It also makes a visual connection to
the Brisbane Water.

The Leagues Club is a strategic development
site because of its size and its potential to stitch
together the Civic Heart, station, City South and
stadium precinct. It has the potential to provide
food and beverage, dining, entertainment,
parking and amenities for people living, working
and visiting the city south. Active and open
ground floor uses will draw families and visitors
from the regional playground and stadium. The
Leagues Club should consider a cafe to support
the playground, family services like childcare, and
amenities.

2.

A public through site links will connect and draw
people from Mann Street down to the park. This
site could provide crucial short term parking for
visitors to the regional park and waterfront. As
Baker Street is a shared zone, access to parking
should be off Vaughan Avenue to help minimise
on site car parking impacts on the pedestrian
amenity of Baker Street.

5.

The design of Leagues Club Field
should consider the following next
steps in order to provide a detailed
brief for a future design process:
1. Technical Investigations:
——flooding study
——soil and geotechnical information
——water paths, easements and underground services
——future and existing desire lines
——spatial matrix of uses for the park
——traffic and active transport studies to inform
surrounding streets and Baker Street Boulevard
——city wide parking strategies and public parking
options in surrounding sites
——understand the street level interface of the
surrounding development sites.
2. Community consultation:
——engage with the Local Aboriginal Land Council
and members of the Aboriginal community around
appropriate ways to reimagine the creek
——discussions with RMS regarding interface of the
park with the Central Coast Highway in anticipation
of increased visitors to the waterfront.
Design development of the park should consider:
——interface with stadium precinct
——future design options for the waterfront
——how to integrate into the desired future character of
the waterfront
——pedestrian crossings from the city to the waterfront
——opportunities to generate revenue to assist with
management and maintenance.
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3.16 Precedents
and character
While any one project will be
important, the network of new and
diverse places and improved assets
need to work together in order to
create a quality environment that
attracts locals and visitors to the
regional capital.
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6.

A regional playing ground will create something unique and iconic for Gosford, attracting families to the city.
Image: BUGA 05 Playground by Rainer Schmidt Landschaftsarchitekten. Photo by Klaus Leidorf. Accessed: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2009/07/buga-05-playground/
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The following precedents create
a visual story board of public
domain improvements, built form
opportunities, and diverse business
and commercial opportunities that
could be considered for City South.
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The interface between development and the green space should feel public and seamless. This could be the
potential feel of Baker Street boulevard and Gosford Leagues Club Field
Image: Darling Quarter designed by Aspect Studios. Image by Government Architect NSW
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1. Open spaces for team sport and dog off leash areas.
Image: Sydney Park. Image by Government Architect NSW

5. Waterplay and shade for summer months.
Image: The Circle, Normal Illinois designed by Hoerr Schaudt Landscape Architects.
Accessed: https://dirt.asla.org/2011/10/27/communities-rally-to-get-into-planetizens-top100-public-spaces-list/
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2. Baker Street Boulevard
Image: New Road (a shared space street) in Brighton and Hove, UK by Landscape Projects and
Martin Stockly Associates. Accessed: https://gehlpeople.com/cases/new-road-brighton-uk/

6. Active play for all age like climbing, parkour

and skating.

Image: Into the Wild by Dmau and OpenFabric, The Hague. Photo by Jacopo Gennari Feslikenian.
Accessed: http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/09/into-the-wild-by-openfabric-dmau/

3.

Buildings with a good interface to the new park and
generous planted streets.

4. Playing field and open space
Image: Riverway Parkrun at Thuringowa

Image: Passeig de Sant Joan Boulebard, Barcelona by Lola Domenech. Photos by Adria Goula. Accessed:
http://www.landezine.com/index.php/2012/07/passeig-de-st-joan-boulevard-by-lola-domenech/

7. Outdoor gym circuit
Image: Fitness Parcours City Park Norderstedt designed by Annabau.
Accessed: http://landezine-award.com/annabau/

8. High quality public bathrooms, change facilities

and end of cycle trip facilities

Image: Ballast Point Park amenities by CHROFI Architects.
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